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Oil Painting and Two Approaches: A Small Traditional Still Life and a Composite Image  
Instructor: Joan Stolz    
Workshop Dates: August 12-16, 2024  
 
WORKSHOP STUDENTS should bring the following materials for the workshop 
*It is recommended that you wait to hear if the workshop is running before you purchase materials. 
Touchstone will let you know if a workshop is running no later than 2 weeks before the start of the class. 
Regardless of the outcome of the class, running or not, Touchstone is not responsible for the 
reimbursement of any materials bought for a workshop.  
 

1) Brushes (these are suggestions, around these sizes is fine)      
Synthetic  

 Flat or Bright : #6, 10 

 Round #4 and 8  

 Filbert #10 

Hog Bristle 

 Fan #6 

 Flat #6  

 
2) Oil paints: All of the companies are good at this point, but I especially like Utrecht for the price (and 

the quality is great), and I also use Rembrandt, and Gamblin. 

 150-ml tube of titanium white (or mixed white – NOT zinc) (all other tubes can be the 37 ml) 

 alizarin crimson 

 cadmium red medium or light (hue is okay); Napthol is also fine 

 ultramarine blue 

 pthalo blue 

 Hansa yellow light or zinc yellow (lemon yellow) 

 cadmium yellow medium (hue is okay) 

 raw umber  

 burnt sienna (do not get student grade for this color)  

 yellow ochre 

 black (any black is fine) 
Optional: 

 Davey’s gray 

 Transparent oxide red 
 

3) Palette knife            
 

4) Palette paper or Chinese butcher tray         
 

5) Oil painting medium: get Gamblin solvent-free oil gel medium      
 

6) Shop towels (blue paper towels you can get at hardware store)      
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7) Two jars or cans (soup can size is fine) to put your solvent in      
 

8) Notebook/Sketch book          
 

9) Reusable Water Bottle          
 
Suppliers 

The Utrecht Brand | Utrecht Art Supplies 
 

Check this out for your white tube of paint and for the cadmium hues: much cheaper! 
Utrecht Artists' Imperfect Oil Paint Tubes and Cans | Utrecht Art Supplies 

Utrecht’s imperfect paints are perfect. I always get white from there, either the Utrecht white (which is a 

mix of titanium and zinc) or Titanium; both are fine. Much reduced price! 

    
 

https://www.utrechtart.com/about/
https://www.utrechtart.com/products/utrecht-artists-imperfect-oil-paints/

